This paper proposes a scheme for taking advantage of the properties of both connectionless (CL) and connection-oriented (CO) networks to carry traffic from existing applications. Specifically, it proposes a solution for allowing data generated by endpoints on a CL (IP) network to be redirected to CO networks if there is an advantage from the user or service provider perspective. The advantage to a user is that the user can ask for and receive a guaranteed quality of service for a specific flow. The advantage to a service provider is that bandwidth utilization in a packet-switched CO network is better than in a CL network with precomputed routes since bandwidth can be dynamically allocated to flows on an as-needed basis. These advantages only exist when the CO network is operated in a switched mode (i.e., some connection "setup" actions are performed for each arriving flow) rather than in a provisioned mode (where all these actions are performed a priori).
Introduction
Connectionless (CL) networks and connection-oriented (CO) networks have some fundamental distinguishing features. CO networks are those in which connection setup is performed prior to information transfer. In CL networks, no explicit connection setup actions are executed prior to transmitting data; instead, data packets are routed to their destinations based on information in their headers. CL networks do not suffer the delay and processing overhead associated with connection setup. In contrast, information about the connections in CO networks helps in providing service guarantees and, furthermore, makes it possible to most efficiently use network resources (e.g., bandwidth) by "switching" them to appropriate connections as they are set up.
The need to exploit the advantages of both CL and CO networks has long been recognized. Ideally, each application at an endpoint should select the networking mode, CL or CO, suitable to its needs. However, most data applications have been written for the CL IP networking mode. Under this constraint, a widelyrecognized method for providing the advantages of CO networking to such data is to add flow classification intelligence to IP routers and redirect traffic from some flows to CO networks. The problem statement is to then identify a suitable CO networking technology for the core network shown in Fig. 1 , and to define schemes to internetwork the CL IP network of routers with this core network. In this paper, we consider three main alternatives. First, the core network can be a network of IP switches (switching action is based on information in IP headers) that can be provisioned using RSVP (Resource reSerVation Protocol [1] ) or some network management system. Second, the core network can be a network of CO packet switches, where the packet header is of any type other than IP. Examples of this alternative include ATM switches implementing the PNNI (Private Network-to-Network Interface) specification [2] and MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching [3] )-based switches. Third, the core network can be a network of circuit switches, either WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexed)-based or STM (Synchronous Time Multiplexing)-based. These alternatives can be compared when the CO network is operated in a provisioned mode or in a switched mode. By provisioned mode of operation, we mean that resources are preassigned for pairwise connections or trees. For example, if routers and in the example network of Fig. 1 belong to the same enterprise, this enterprise may lease connections of a fixed bandwidth to interconnect these routers. Provisioned trees can be created in packet-switched CO networks by reserving resources for destination addresses rather than on a pairwise basis. For example, in the network of Fig. 1 , if routers , and belong to the same enterprise, instead of reserving resources on a pairwise basis between and , and and , resources can be reserved on a "tree" basis for destination .
We first compare the three alternatives for the core network (IP switch based, ATM/MPLS switch based and circuit switch based) when all three types of networks are run in the provisioned mode. Since IP traffic is bursty, bandwidth utilization efficiency R: Router
Internetworking connectionless and connection-oriented networks Malathi Veeraraghavan Mark Karol  Polytechnic University  Lucent Technologies  6 Metrotech Center  101 Crawfords Corner Road  Brooklyn, NY 11201 Holmdel, NJ 07733 mv@poly.edu mk@bell-labs.com will be lower if the core network is circuit-switched, the third alternative, when compared to the first two alternatives, which are both packet-switched networks. Next, in the second alternative, where the core network is either a standalone ATM network or an MPLS-based ATM network, a 20% overhead is incurred by carrying IP traffic in ATM cells [4] (this is 20% rather than 10% because TCP acknowledgements do not fit in one ATM cell and a large percentage of TCP segments are acknowledgments). In MPLS-based networks that use label switches, the overhead will be smaller than 20%, but nevertheless there is an added overhead. Finally, in the first alternative, resource provisioning is done at the IP layer. There are two ways to accomplish this. First, resources can be reserved on a source-destination pairwise basis and datagram forwarding based on the source address-destination address pair. Second, resources can be reserved for destinations on a tree-basis and datagram forwarding be based on destination addresses. With either of these schemes, there is no added protocol overhead. Hence if the core CO network is to be operated in a provisioned mode, then schemes in which provisioning is done at the IP layer offer the highest bandwidth utilization while providing users with the required service guarantees. Bandwidth utilization is an important metric since the higher the bandwidth utilization, the lower the cost of the leased line services.
Comparison of the three alternatives of IP switching, ATM/ MPLS switching and circuit-switching, is different if the CO network is operated in switched mode. This is because when the network is operated in switched mode, it is possible to perform user-plane protocol conversion instead of protocol encapsulation. This is done by sending values of TCP header and IP header fields in signaling messages during connection setup, and then converting the user-plane protocols from TCP/IP to those of the CO network. Since the far-end of the connection has the signaled header field values, it can reconstruct IP datagrams with the appropriate TCP and IP headers. In this mode, the layer overhead incurred by encapsulating protocols, which is necessary in the provisioned mode, is no longer an issue. Under this scenario, the three alternatives become comparable except that the packetswitched alternatives will perform better than the circuit-switched alternative because of the inherent burstiness of IP traffic.
The switched mode provides better bandwidth utilization than the provisioned mode [5] . Furthermore, in the switched mode of operation, it is possible to offer service guarantees on a more finegrained basis than with the provisioned mode. These observations coupled with our conclusion that networking technologies other than IP switching are competitive candidates for the core network only if the core network is operated in switched mode lead us to study the problem of how to internetwork a CL IP network with a CO network operated in the switched mode.
Section 2 reviews prior work on this problem, Section 3 presents the details of our solution to the internetworking problem, and in Section 4, we present our conclusions.
Prior work
Prior work on this specific problem of internetworking a CL IP network with a CO network operated in the switched mode include MPOA (MultiProtocol Over ATM [6] ) and MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching [3] ). In this section, we compare our solution with these two prior solutions.
Though MPOA was defined for ATM networks, it is easily extendible to any CO network operated in the switched mode. In MPOA, gateways (nodes with connectivity to both the CL and CO network) perform the following actions:
• make decisions of whether to route flows through the CO network or CL network (details of how this is done are not part of the MPOA specification), • for those flows for which a decision is made to use the CO network: -an address resolution is first performed through the IP network to obtain the address of the farthest gateway possible on the CO network, and -a connection is set up through the CO network to this gateway. During address resolution and connection setup, packets continue to be forwarded through the CL network.
In the MPOA scheme, since the gateways do not advertise the availability of "links" in the CO network via the routing protocol of the CL network, routers in the CL network do not route data to the gateways that rightfully should have been routed based on resource availability considerations. In other words, there is no full integration of the CO network and CL network in the service offering. In our proposed scheme, routing protocols are used to propagate information about the CO network into the CL network, thereby allowing the latter to take full advantage of the former.
In our proposal, certain designated network nodes called CL-CO gateways (as shown in Fig. 2 ) act as intermediaries for both the routing protocols and user-plane protocols of the two networks, thus allowing for a true integration of the two networks. An effect of integrating the routing data is that user data packets will arrive at gateways even before connections are established through the CO network. In the MPOA solution, since routing data is based on knowledge of only the CL network, there is always a default forwarding path through the CL network that can be used while the connection is being set up. However, in our scheme, solutions are required to handle traffic that arrive at gateways before connections are set up; simple buffering is not a solution given the mismatch in user data packet interarrival times (order of nanoseconds or microseconds) and call set up delays CL-CO CL-CO CL-CO (order of milliseconds). To handle this situation, we propose either (i) "halting" the packets by, for example, "intercepting" TCP open-connection (Synchronize) segments while setting up the connection, or (ii) "turning around" a few packets back on to the CL network using, for example, source routing until the connection is set up. In Section 3, we discuss these and other schemes that fall into these two broad categories of "halting" and "turning around."
In MPLS, there is propagation of routing information from the CO network to the CL network. On that count, it is similar to our solution. However, MPLS is based on the assumption that the CO network consist of nodes with both CO and CL capability rather than only CO capability. This results in there always being a forwarding path using the CL capability when datagrams arrive at the CO network prior to connection setup. Thus, no additional actions of "holding up" or "turning back" traffic are required. Our solution does not require that all the CO switches have CL capability. A second difference between our scheme and MPLS is that in the MPLS solution, protocol encapsulation is used. In other words the AAL/ATM headers or shim headers are added to the TCP/IP headers, while in our solution, gateways perform protocol conversion. As discussed earlier, without protocol conversion, the lower layer headers only add to the overhead without providing any benefits over IP switching.
We note that just as with MPOA and MPLS, our solution also does not address the issue of how gateways decide which flows to handle in the CO mode and which flows to continue in the CL mode. One obvious solution is to create user-specific information in gateways that would allow flows from or to specific users to be carried in the CO mode. This would serve one of the goals of internetworking, which is to provide users the capability of requesting guaranteed quality of service for a specific flow or set of flows. However, for the second goal of offering service providers improved bandwidth utilization, some other means of making this decision is required. This issue is left for future study.
A gateway that internetworks an IP network and any switched CO network
As defined in Section 1, CL-CO gateways (as shown in Fig. 3 ) are IP routers that are equipped to decide when to redirect traffic on to a switched CO network. In addition, these CL-CO gateways are also nodes of the CO network and therefore execute the routing and signaling protocols of the CO network. For example, a CL-CO gateway between an IP network and a WDM network is both an IP router and a WDM optical cross-connect or add/drop multiplexer.
In this section, we discuss actions performed in the CL-CO gateways that enable the internetworking of connectionless IP networks and CO networks operated in a switched mode. In a broad sense, the principle of our solution is that to internetwork any two networks, their corresponding protocols, i.e., their routing protocols, user-plane protocols and signaling protocols (or equivalents), need to be interworked [7] . Specifically, the actions that define our proposed solution consist of:
1. Creating routing tables that allow the IP network to take advantage of the CO network. 2. Designing user-plane actions to handle IP packets that arrive at CL-CO gateways to be carried on (not-yetestablished) connections in the CO network, plus IP packets that arrive at CL-CO gateways but then remain in the CL network. As we state in Section 1, the main advantage of our scheme over the MPOA scheme is made possible by the interworking of routing protocols (to be described in Section 3.1). However, this creates the problem that data packets could "pile up" at a gateway since packets could arrive at the gateway before connections are established, and inter-packet arrival times are on the order of ns or µs while call setup delays are in the order of ms. Section 3.2 describes our solution to this problem.
Routing related actions
Our solution is to broadcast information about the available resources of the CO network to the routers of the CL network. This would result in IP routers computing "shortest path" routes to some destinations that traverse the CO network. While this concept is applicable to any IP routing protocol, we explain how it is realized if the routing protocol used in the IP network is the OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) routing protocol [8] .
In the most common configurations, routers running OSPF are connected via point-to-point links or broadcast networks, such as ethernet. However, OSPF also allows routers to be interconnected via non-broadcast networks. A common interpretation of the term "non-broadcast network" is a switched CO network, such as an X.25 network or ATM network. Thus, OSPF allows routers to be interconnected via a CO network without provisioned connections; provisioned connections are treated merely as pointto-point links by OSPF. To handle non-broadcast networks, two modes of operation are recommended in the OSPF specification [8] : (i) NBMA (Non-Broadcast Multi-Access) and (ii) point-tomultipoint. In the NBMA mode, the non-broadcast network emulates a broadcast network and assigns designated routers (and backup designated routers) to generate network state advertisements, while in the point-to-multipoint mode, the nonbroadcast network is advertised as a set of point-to-point links between some of the routers on the non-broadcast network. Using either of these modes, the CO network is represented as part of the IP network topology. Routing tables constructed in the IP routers take into account the presence of the non-broadcast network, and enable traffic to flow from the IP network to the CO network and back to the IP network if paths through the CO network are "shorter" according to some measure of interest.
We use the network of Fig. 3 to illustrate the concept. CL-CO gateway nodes , , and generate Link State Advertisements (LSAs) that report point-to-point links between themselves even when there are no connections between the CL-CO gateways. For example, sends an OSPF LSA to router indicating that it has direct links to routers and . The links reported in the LSAs appear in the OSPF topology database of all the routers in the same OSPF area and have associated link weights. In the Fig. 3 example, the network view of all the IP routers (including the CL-CO gateways) could be as shown in Fig. 4 . The weight shown next to each link is an operator-assigned link weight. In this example, the shortest path from to is , while the shortest path from to is . Thus, based on the link weights, part of the end-to-end path can be taken through the CO network, or the entire end-to-end path may be taken through the IP network. For paths that take gateway-to-gateway links, connections need to be set up through the CO network (from CL-CO gateway to CL-CO gateway) when data arrives at a CL-CO gateway.
User-plane actions
Having addressed in Section 3.1 the routing related actions that enable data flow from the IP network to the CO network, in this section we focus on user-plane actions to handle IP packets that arrive at CL-CO gateways. Connections are set up through the CO network for some, but not necessarily all, of the arriving TCP and UDP flows. Thus, CL-CO gateways need to handle traffic from both (1) flows for which connections are set up, and (2) flows for which connections are not set up. The decision to set up connections is made at the CL-CO gateways based on the userspecified service requirements and the traffic situation in the CL and CO networks; specific algorithms are beyond the scope of this paper.
Consider the two types of traffic: (1) flows for which connections are set up, and (2) flows for which connections are 
Fig. 4 Topological view of each router (and gateway)
not set up. First, for traffic flows that require connections, a situation unnatural to CO networks arises in that user data is presented to a CO network without a request for connection setup. In a typical CO network, this does not happen. For example, we do not start speaking into a phone before dialing. Similarly, a connection is first set up from a PC to an IP router through the telephony network (for PCs with modem access to the Internet), and then an IP application (one that generates IP traffic), such as a web browser, is started at the endpoint PC.
Second, for flows for which connections are not set up, packets need to be forwarded through the CL network. However, shortest paths as computed by the IP routers may require the use of links between CL-CO gateways that do not actually exist.
Before listing some solutions to handle these two problems, we identify four types of IP datagrams that could arrive at a CL-CO gateway: (i) TCP SYN (Synchronize) segments, (ii) TCP data segments that arrive at a CL-CO gateway without a preceding TCP SYN segment (e.g., because the IP routing tables change after the TCP SYN was sent), (iii) UDP datagrams from applications that have an initial end-to-end exchange (such as H.245 exchanges before multimedia data is sent in UDP datagrams), and (iv) UDP datagrams from applications without such an exchange. We propose solutions corresponding to each of these types of IP datagrams. 
First, for flows for which a connection is set up through the

.3). 4. For UDP datagrams from applications without initial
end-to-end exchanges, two schemes can be used while setting up connections: i. Turn back IP datagrams to the CL network using IP source routing to override routing tables at the routers (Section 3.2.4). ii. Use a set of small-bandwidth provisioned connections for such datagrams (Section 3.2.5). Second, to handle flows for which connections are not set up, we can use the last two mechanisms listed above. Specifically, either (i) default routing tables in IP routers can be overridden to carry this traffic through a route on the CL network using source routing, or (ii) connections can be provisioned between pairs of CL-CO gateways that are declared to be connected by point-topoint links in OSPF or any alternate routing protocol.
Finally, user data flow can be stopped using link-layer flow control signals while a switched connection is being set up in the CO network. Sections 3.2.1-3.2.3 describe schemes that are used only for flows for which connections are set up, while Sections 3.2.4-3.2.5 describe schemes used for both types of traffic flows. For flows for which connections are set up these latter schemes only apply for UDP datagrams from applications without a preliminary endto-end handshake.
TCP Synchronize segments
TCP uses a three-way handshake between endpoints to open a connection before sending data (see Fig. 5 ). The SYN (synchronize) segment is sent to synchronize starting sequence numbers on both sides, which is needed to achieve reliable transport. Our proposal is to have the CL-CO gateway detect a SYN segment, trigger a connection setup, and hold up the SYN segment until connection setup is complete. No user data packets will arrive at the CL-CO gateways for this flow since data packets will not be transmitted until the three-way handshake shown in Fig. 5 is completed. The SYN segment typically has a zero-byte payload with 20 bytes for the TCP header and 20 bytes for the IP header. The SYN flag is set in the "Flags" field of the TCP header.
Since routes are often asymmetric in the IP network, the SYN sent by the first endpoint may trigger the setup of a unidirectional connection, and the SYN sent by the other endpoint could similarly lead to the setup of a unidirectional connection in the opposite direction. Different CL-CO gateways could be involved in the two directions of the connection. Time-outs involved in the three-way handshake shown in Fig. 5 are typically long enough to allow for connection setup through the CO network.
Consider the networks shown in Fig. 3 . If an endpoint connected to opens a TCP connection to an endpoint connected to , will send the IP datagram carrying the TCP SYN segment to CL-CO gateway to route it to and then on to since this is the shortest path (see Fig. 4 ). Upon receiving the IP datagram, CL-CO gateway will first look for an existing connection to 
initiate a connection setup procedure to through the CO network using its signaling protocol. The shortest path between these CL-CO gateways may, for example, be through Switch 3 and Switch 1. Meanwhile, holds the TCP SYN segment and does not forward it. When connection setup confirmation is received at , it will send the IP datagram carrying the TCP SYN segment on the new connection to that goes through Switch 3 and Switch 1.
Releases of connections in the CO network are initiated if there is no traffic for a given time period. FIN (Finish) segments and RST (Reset) segments, which are TCP segments used for normal and abortive releases, respectively, cannot be counted on to initiate connection release in the CO network because routes may change in the IP network during the lifetime of the TCP flow. Furthermore, there may be advantages to keeping connections in the CO open longer than the lifetimes of TCP flows. For example, in typical HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) implementations, a new TCP connection is created for each transaction and terminated as soon as the transaction completes [11] . However, often there will be several consecutive transactions from a client to a web server; hence, keeping the connection open even after the TCP flow has been terminated could simplify the setup actions required when a subsequent TCP flow arrives.
TCP foolers
Upon receiving a TCP data segment without having seen a corresponding SYN segment, the CL-CO gateway immediately generates an ACK (Acknowledgment) segment with the window size set to 0 (a TCP "fooler" from the CL-CO gateway rather than from the destination endpoint) to cause the sending endpoint to stop sending data. Once a new connection is set up in the CO network, a new ACK can be sent by the CL-CO gateway with a non-zero window size. While the connection is being set up, if the persist timer [12] happens to send a query to determine if the window size has been increased, the CL-CO gateway intercepts the query and responds to it. If the persist query happens to get routed through a different path and the destination endpoint answers indicating a non-zero window size, then TCP segments for the flow may again start to appear at the CL-CO gateway before connection setup is complete. If this happens, the CL-CO gateway will simply send another TCP fooler (i.e., an ACK with window size set to 0).
Application-dependent handling of UDP datagrams
UDP is currently primarily used for support applications, such as DNS (Domain Name Service) and SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol), rather than any primary applications, such as web access, telnet, file transfer, electronic mail, etc. However, for Internet telephony and other multimedia traffic, RTP (Real Time Protocol) has been defined to use UDP. This is a primary application in that significant user data can be expected to be generated. To handle this latter type of UDP datagram, we propose that connections be set up when certain H.245 messages, such as open logical channel messages, arrive at CL-CO gateways. These H.245 messages, part of the H.323 protocol suite [10] that supports multimedia applications, are typically sent endto-end to assign UDP port numbers for audio and video traffic.
These messages can be treated in a manner similar to TCP SYN segments as triggers for connection setups at the CL-CO gateways.
Source routing
In this solution, IP datagrams are turned around and sent back to the IP network if the routing data indicates that the shortest path is through the CO network but the connection is not yet established. To avoid looping of datagrams that are turned around and sent back to the IP network, we propose using source routing to force intermediate routers to use the source route carried in the datagram header instead of the path indicated by their precomputed routing tables.
For the example given in Section 3.2.1, if CL-CO gateway detects one of the cases for invoking this scheme, it will add a source route to the datagram and send it back on the interface to . This route is chosen since it is the shortest path between and that does not include (see Fig. 4 ). Routers , , and will route the datagram according to the source route rather than their precomputed routing tables.
For datagrams from flows for which connections are set up, only the first few datagrams need to be sent back to the IP network (i.e., while the connection is being set up). Subsequent datagrams are routed on the direct link between CL-CO gateways once the connection has been set up. For datagrams from flows for which connections are not set up, all datagrams in the flow would need to be source routed.
It is interesting to note that this approach of using source routing to override precomputed routing tables can be used even within the IP network whenever there is congestion. In other words, if a precomputed route becomes overly congested, a router can use this option of creating a source route on the alternate path and thereby override the precomputed routing tables.
Provisioned connections
While the source-routing scheme described in Section 3.2.4 works in theory, in practice the source routing capability is not enabled in many existing routers, even when the routers are equipped with the required software. In such cases, we need an alternate solution for handling UDP datagrams generated by applications without initial end-to-end exchanges but requiring a connection, and for traffic flows for which connections are not set up. For such cases, we propose provisioning pipes through the CO network between pairs of CL-CO gateways that are announced as having links by the IP routing protocol. Capacities of these provisioned connections can be adjusted based on usage.
Summary and conclusions
We conclude that there are advantages both from the user perspective and the service provider perspective to carry some of the data generated by Internet applications on CO (ConnectionOriented) networks. Applications on Internet endpoints continue generating traffic assuming the CL (Connectionless) mode, but special nodes called CL-CO gateways determine whether or not to redirect traffic from the CL network to the CO network. CL-CO
gateways are nodes that combine both IP router and CO switch capabilities. We further conclude that to realize the advantages of CO networks, they should be operated in the switched mode rather than in a provisioned mode. It is less efficient to carry IP traffic on a provisioned ATM, STM or WDM network than it is to carry it in a provisioned IP network.
For these above reasons, we studied the problem of internetworking a CL network (specifically IP) with a CO network operated in a switched mode. Our solution to this problem consists of interworking routing schemes of the CL and CO networks to create data flows from the CL network to CL-CO gateways, and user-plane solutions for "halting" or "turning around" datagrams that appear at the CL-CO gateway (from the CL network) while a connection is being set up through the CO network. This solution allows both users and service providers to exploit both the CL and CO networking modes.
An alternative solution is to create MPLS-based networks by upgrading existing STM switches (for e.g., SONET/SDH crossconnects and telephony switches) with IP routers, and operating the MPLS network in a switched mode with protocol conversion rather than protocol encapsulation.
